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Part 1. Discussion of the Extended W.K.B. Approximation 

The W.K .B. approximation for t he solu tion of t he height-gain differen tial equation for 
a curved stratifi ed troposphere is disc ussed in detail. The approximation depends mainly 
011 a variable Ut(r) which ca n be in terpreted as the height dependent contribution of the 
phase for a fi eld solu t ion obtained by separation of variables. An expansion of Ut(?) with the 
aid of partial in tegrations leads to fur ther appl'oximations which facilitate the determination 
of the eigenva lu es, and of the amplitudes of t he modes connected with t he propagation 
problem. The iJlfluence of the r efract ive-index profile, jf assu med as smooth, then appears 
t o be restric ted to a dependence on the surface valu es of this index and of its gradient insofar 
as propagation over the grou nd is concerned. Furt ller, all height e fl'ects of elevated antennas 
can be expressed in terms of the distance to the correspond ing radio hori zon . Thi s rcsults 
in simple relations between t h e fields connected with two different refract ive-index profilcs, 
provided botll pr'ofiles coin cide near th e earth's surface. 

1. Introduction 

The propagation theor y of a concentricnJly stratified atmosphere usu ally concerns a 
discussion of the corresponding heigh t-gain differential equation. The W.K.B. approximation of 
th e latter h as amply been discussed, but little attention has b een paid to its corrections. Som e 
material on the form of Lhese corrections has b een presenLed by P ekeris [1] 2 while applyin g 
an earth-flattening approximation. This pfLper con cerns (in part II) fLn expansion of th e 
solution for a curved s LraLified atmosphere which starLs with an "exLended ""V.K .B . approxi
mation." By the latter we understand a well-known modification of the ",'V.K.B . appro xi
nlation , in Lerms of H ankel functions of order 1/3; it is determined such as to remain finite at 
a turning point of the geometrical optics trajectory associated with the solution. The dis
cussion of this extended W.K.B. approximation (in part I ) shows the dominating role of the 
refractive-index profile ncar the earth's surface, provided that this profile and all its derivatives 
are conLinuous functions of the height. throughout the troposphere. 

2 . Reduction to a Scalar Problem 

We start from Maxwell 's equations for time-harmonic solutions (time factor e- iw') for a m e
dium with spherical symmeLry, Lhe rcJractive index nCr) of which only depends on the distance 
r to the center of symmetry. We furLher assume a permeability 1; the equations in question 
then read as follows in Gaussil1,11 cgs uniLs: 

Curl e-i ~ h= O, 
c 

I Oontribut ions from Philips Research LaboratOries, . V. Philips' Glocilampeufabrieke n, E indhoven, Netherlands. 
'Figmcs io brackets indicate the literature references at the enc! of this paper. 
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The two standard solutions, known as the electric and the magnetic solution respectively, 
call be represen ted by: 

ic 1 '" 
ee=-;;'- n2(1') curl curl {n(1')IIer }, ~ 

he= curl {n(1')IIer }, ) 
(3) 

and 

(4) 

The symbol r represents the radial vector of length (X2+ y2 + Z2)1 /2. 
The Maxwell eq (2) is verified at once for the electric solution (3); the same holds with 

respect to the other Maxwell eq (1) for the magnetic solution (4) . The remaining Maxwell 
equations can be checked by deriving the following relations with the aid of a tedious analysis 
based on vector-field identities: 

Cul'le =- h = - --·curl r - ·tlII+ - n - -- II ) iw ic [ { I (w2 cl2 1) } 
e C e W n c2 cl1'2 n 

Therefore, both Maxwell equations are satisfied, for the electric as well as the magnetic 
solution, if the scalar II does satisfy a wave equation of the form, 

(5) 

the effective refractive index then has to be defined as follows: 

c2 cl2 1 
n2 (1') = n2 - -- n·- - for the electric solution, 

eff w2 cl1'2 n 
(6) 

n;fI(1') = n2 for the magnetic solu tion. 

3 . Height-Gain Differential Equation and Its Extended W .K.B. Approximation 

We are particularly interested in the solutions corresponding to a vertical electric or magnetic 
dipole. In the system of spherical coordinates 1', (J , cp(x+ iy= 1' sin (Jei'i', 2= 1' cos (J ) this dipole 
may be situated at 1'= b, 0= 0. The field then becomes indcpendent of cp, and particular solu
tions II , of (5) are found by a separation of variables according to 

The corresponding height-gain differential equation for 1,(1') can be pu t in the form 

if 

2( )_ 2 () l (l+ l ) ml l' =neff r - - k2 2 ' or 
ko=w/c being the wave number in vacuum. 

The W.K.B. approximation of (8) consists of a lineal' combination of the functions 

e±ikO IT mz(s) ds . 

-----;----'~~~ , 

{ m l(1') }l/2 
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it t herefore breaks down at a so-called t urning point, that is a zero 1' = 1'1 o f' m l(T) . In the case 
o f a sin glc Lurning poin t a better approxim a tion is obtained , as is well k nown , by apprQ),~ma L

ing mHT) ncar 1' = 1'1 by a linear profile; the cqu ation can then b e solved th or e rigorously with 
the aid o r H a nkel Iunctions of order 1/3. This pr ocedure leads to th e Ioll owin g " ex tended 
vY.K.B. approximation: " 

(10) 

i t reduces to th e conventional W.K .B. approximation iI th e H ankel function is r eplaced by 
t he first term of its asymp totic exp ansion lor large ar gumen ts. 

In (10) we assum e 1m m l?:. 0, wh ich guar an tees an exponen tial decr ease for 1' --'7 (X) if 1m m/ 
differs from zero ; the fun ction (10) t hen represents an appr oximation in accordance wi th the 
r adiation condition a t infinity. In p ar t II of this pap er (10) ,vill app ear as the fIrst term of a 
complete exp ansion lor th e solution ITI • 

4. Position of a Turning Point for a General Profile of the Refractive Index 

The sig nifican ce o f' it turning-p oint level 1' = 1'1 is obvious wIl en 1'1 is a r eal qu antit y larger 
t ita n th e earth 's radius a. W e th en consid er the I'el ittion 

n eff (r ) .1" si 11 T (1') 
{l (l+ 1)P/2 . 

leo ' 
( I I) 

it dete rmines a !'ity t mj ccLol'Y in it sLnttificd troposph cr e with rdractive ind ex '/'I e f!, if T(r- ) 
represe nts th e a ngle, ~Lt ~l,1l y level T , b ctween th e ta ngent to th e tl'ajeetory itnd th e r adius vecl or 
towards t ho center of' the Ctll' th . On the other h tl,l1c! , th e t um in g-pointl'elation m l(T l) = O citn 
b e wTi t ten as follows in view of (9): 

{l (l+ 1) p/2 
leo • (12) 

Therefore, 1' = 1' 1 eh ar itcterizes the level at whi ch the trajec tory in ques tion b ecom es horizon tal 
(T = 7r/2). In other words, the turning-point level cons titu tes an altitude at which this tr a
jectory passes continuously from a r ising bran ch in to a descending bran ch . 

In th c absence of it t ur ning point in th e physical sp ace a< T< (X) , a zero 1'1 of m l(T) migh t 
occur in the in ter val T< a ou tside the tropospher e (in accordan ce with some extrapolation 
ther e or neT»~, 01' also itt om e complex valu e of r. The "extended W.K .B. approximation" 
(10), defined with the u,icl of such a nonphysical turning-point level, will still be impor tant 
when the la tter proves to b e si tua ted n ear the section a< T< (X) of the real axis in the complex 
r-plane. 

As a matter of fact zeros 1'1 of this typ e oceur for th e most important modes (7), since all 
these modes correspond to complex l values situated n eal' lo defined by 

(13) 

According to (12) lo itself is connec ted with it ray traj ectory t a ngen tin g t h e ear th 's sur face, 1'/ 
then ftssmning the vftlue a. H en ce we expec t lor all eigenvalu es l n eal' lo (to be discussed in 
part II ) a corresponding turning point 1'1 n car a. 

The exact position of t his tUl'l1ing point can b e derived from fl.]) expansion t o b e obtained 
as follows. "Ve replace (12) by th e equivalent equ a tion : 

(14) 
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in which 

(15) 

denotes a modified refractive index which includes the effects of both the curvatUTe and the 
profile of the effective refractive index n eU' We considor the following T aylor expansion of (14): 

M 2 ( )+~ Aj ( )1 l( l+ l ) 
eff a L.J n rl-a k2 2 ' 

j~ laJ. oa 
(16) 

in which the dimensionless parameters 

A .= 1 {d1(J'Y1e
2rr) } J- a d . rJ T~<L 

(17) 

characterize the complete tropospheric profile. In view of (14), (15), and (9) we may replace 
(16) by 

i: j; ~, (rl- a)1=Ci-ne~(a)=- mi(a). 
'~1 a J. 

We next assume the possibility of inverting this latter r elation. The inverted series can 
be represented as follows: 

rl-a mICa) A2 4() (A3 A~) 6() (5 A2A3 5 Ag A4 ) 8 - - = - --- - 3· ml a + - 4---s · m l a + --6- - - 7-- -5 ·1nl(a)+·· ·· (18) 
a Al 2AI 6Al 2A I 12 Al 8 Al 24AI 

It shows how the turning point can easily be evaluated for modes with small values of m1(a)= 
n;f!(a) - or, which, however, are the only modes of practical interest . 

5 . Dependence of the Extended W.K.B. Approximation on the Profile 

In view of (10) this approximation can be represented by the expression 

(19) 

which depends uniquely on the variable: 

(20) 

This variable constitutes, apart from the factor i, the exponent in the asymptotic approx
imation of (19) for large values of IUl(r) l. Therefore, Ul may be interpreted as the radial con_ 
tribution to the phase of the complete wave functionjl(r ) P I (cos 0). 

Unfortunately, the definition (20) of Ul involves the turning point 1' 1; hence, the expan
sion (18) should be substituted in order to show the complete dependence of ul(r) on the 
profile M eu(r). Under practical circumstances, however, this dependence can also be estab
lished without having to resort to the tUTning point at all. In fact, by applying partial integra
tions to (20) we obtain an expansion in which the tUTning point disappears in all but the last 
term, sucb in consequence of (14). The expansion in ques tion reads: 

( )- k [~222 2 ( I )J{M2 () C2 }i+3/2 di (dMI 
2 } 

U 1 l' - oa ~357 ' " (2j+ 3) - elI r - I . d(M ;ff)i 1. 1' dr ea 

+m··· (2P~ I) (-I)' r: {M;. (8)-0l )'+'''·d{Mf:(8» )' {sd (~") } dM;. (:) ] 
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This expre sion suggests the infinite series 

_ '" ~~~ ... _ 2 __ i 2 _ 2 1+3/2 . di - ·--2. {
I "'\ 

uz(1') - lcoa~357 (2j+ 3) ( 1) {M 'II(1') Od d {M;II (1')}j 1'd~~cII J (21) 

In the case of convelgence of this senes, we can verify, differentiating term by term , the 
relation 

duz (1')=koa {M2 (1') _ 02 }1/2 . 
d1' l' elI I, 

this proves the correctness of (21) when taking into account the property uzh) = O. 
As an example we consider the magnetic solution in Lhe case of Lhe "Eckersley profile. " 

The refractive index nCr) of the latter is defined by 

n2(1') = n2(a) {~+(l-~)~:} ' acII aeII 1 
(22) 

aet! being the effective earth radius. The corresponding effect ive modified refl'acLive 
index, viz 

Mel l(r) = n(a) --+ 1-- -, { 1'2 ( a ) } ~ 
a ·aelf a ell 

leads Lo the following series for (21): 

{ ( ) } _ koar...;:; . , 22 2 { a . aerr } 1+1 ~r n2(a)+n2(a)(1 -alae f!) -m }1+~( 
U z I' Eck--- ~ ) . - - • ". -2 - -- 2 

2 j = O 35 (2) + 3) n (a) a ·aell r 

The convergence condiLion here amounts to: 

1
1+ a.aerr{ 1 -~---.i2L } 1<1' 1'2 a cll n2(a) , 

in view of the smallness in practice of the quantities (r-a)/a=h/a and 80z=Oz-n (a) this 
reduces to the following approximative condition 

1
2h _ 2aerr 801 1<1 
a a n(a) , 

which is satisfied for all relevant values of the height h and the parameter OJ. The actual smooth 
profiles, excluding ducts and so on, deviate only slightly from the Eckersley profile; this sug
gests the validity of the corresponding expansion (21) in all practical cases. 

B(r)"'B' 
( r j 

FIGURE 1. 

I 

8(r)=8'(r')=8 ( r ,)=(~)Zcos-1 (-",) 
Eck a r 

r'= .r=a+h 

cos{(-.f- )!8(r)} 
ell 

l18= 8'(r') -8 (r' ) 

Geometry of radio ray bending. 
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6 . Formulation of the Eigenvalue Problem 

It is now well established [2] that our propagation problem concerning the two media of 
Lhe spherical earth and its surrounding stratified atnlOsphere can be reduced approximaLively 
to a one-medium problem by introducing a proper boundary condition aL the earth's surface. 
This condition is arrived aL by considering the surface impedance 

which depends on the raLio of the horizontal components E ll and FIll of the electric and the 
magneticficld at the earth's surface. The factor 47f,/c is such that Z represents the ratio of the 
tangential electric field at the ear th 's surface, and of the density of a properly chosen two
dimensional current distribution on this surface; the effect of this fictitious current distribution 
is iden tical with that of the actual field inside the earth. 

The value of Z depends on the field solution under consideration. In the case of a flat 
boundary, and a plane iJ1cident wave arriving from the atmosphere, e.g., Z depends on the 
direction of arrival r of the incident wave. The assumption which enables us to leave out of 
consideration the medium inside the earth altogether is that Z may be replaced by its special 
value for a plane wave at grazing incidence (r = 'If' /2). The corresponding boundary condition, 
VIZ 

at 1'= a, 

can be worked out with the [tid of (3) and (4) for the elflctric and magnetic solution respec
tively. It resul ts in a r elation of the following form for the scalar IT describing these solutions: 

o r 
~ (rIT) =- TIT 
or a 

The parameter r is then given, respectively, by 

iw ? n'(a). (n~- 1 )1 / 2 
re=4~ an- (a)Ze l -a~(-) = tko an(a) 2 

'If' n a 1),e 

at 1'= a. (23) 

n'(a) 
a --' n(a) , 

4'1f'aw 'k () (2 )1 /2. rm=~z = -1, oan a 1),e - 1 , 
tc m 

in these expressions n(a) denotes the atmospheric refractive index at the earth's surface, and 
ne the refractive index associated with a refraction from the atmosphere towards the earth. 

The boundary condition (23 ) can only be fu lfilled for a discrete set of modes (7). Hence
forth the parameter l will refer to a special complex eigenvalue fixing the order of the Legendre 
function P l(cosiJ ) that constitutes a factor of the field of such a mode. The amplitudes of 
the modes depend on the source of the field. In the case of a vertical electric or magnetic
dipole point source at 1'= b, iJ = O the expansion in terms of these modes becomes as follows l3]: 

fl( b) fl(1') P z{ cos ('If'-iJ) } 
f7(a) sin ('If'l ) 

(24) 

The constant B represents the mom_ent of the dipole. Each function 11(1') constitutes a 
solution of the height-gain differential equation, that has to satisfy the radiation condition 
at infinity. 
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7 . Logarithmic Derivative of the Height-Gain Function at the Earth/s Surface 

The boundary condition (23 ) can b e put in the following form for the individual modes : 

(25) 

H ence the quantity 

proves to be important in co nn ecLion with the evalu fLtio n of both the eigell valu es l , ali(I of th e 
d enomil1fLtor of the amplitude ffLctor in (24) . Its approximation for small values of h/a alHl of 
flCI= Cl- n(a) (see th c cnd of scction 5) will bc discusscd now. 

Wc start from Lhc extended ",V.K.B. approximation (19 ) for l' f A. Its logarithmic deriva
tive becomes : 

Another 10gariLb 111 ic derivation o[ the express ion 

results ill : 

v' = 7cOa { }.J2 (1') - 0 2} I /2 rov /'c {1\!£2 (I') _ ('2 } 1/2 A r err / 10 0fT ( 

u~ 1\!Iorr(r) .M:rr(r) 
u~ rov Me~ (1')-07 

W e next ill Lrodu ce a cLefin iLion r or the effe ctive-earth radius for fLny profile , VIZ : 

_ [ 7'norr(r) ] _ i\;[orr (a). arr - - I 

o d { . ( .) } M oIT (a ) -l Il1 0IT I 
r: I' r = {t 

This deftnition involves the rollowing value of (28) at '1' = (£: 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

On the other hanel , the expansion (2 1) may b e approximated for small h / (L and oCI by its fu'st 
term. Its v}tlu e ['or 1' = (£ red uces to: 

(31) 

A comparison of (30), (3 1), and of the sp ecial value of (2 7) at 1'=0, then proves the vanishing 
(for the approximations under consideration) of the quantity 

at T= (£. Further, when evalua ting the remaining term in the right-hand sid e of (6) for r = a, 
we may substitute, applying (27) and (3 1) 

u~ (a) rovko{ n;rr(a) - cn 1/ 2 rovko { 3nk;rr(a) } 1/3 {uA(a) P/3. 
oaofT 

(3 2) 
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The following final approximation thus results from (26 ) for r= a: 

{ 
~r (riA) } "' _e- i 1l" /3..( 3k5n;ff(a) } _ 1/3u1 /3(a) HJ)H u A(a)}_ 

rix I.. aeff x H {)H u A(a) } 

r=a 

(33) 

8 . Equation for the Eigenvalues 

According to (5) and (33) the eigenvalues arc to be d etermined from the equation : 

(34) 

The resul t ing roots u z(a) fix in succession the corresponding values of Oz and l (see (31) and 
(14» . 

The only profile parameters en tering in the equations (34), (31), and (14) for the eigenvalues 
are n (a), and the effective earth's radius a eu defined by (29) . H ence the conventional diffrac
tion theory for a homogeneous atmosphere with r efractive index n(a) can be applied at once, 
provided that the actual earth's radius a is replaced by aefl. This simple result depends on 
the smallness of 80z= Oz-n(a) which will be proved later on in the rigorous theory of part 
II. It then appears that the eigenvalues do only depend, in the approximations under con
sideration , on profile properties of the refractive index near the earth's surface; these properties 
concern n(a) and the derivative n'(a), both of which determine the parameter aetr. However, 
we emphasize the assumption of a smooth profile n(r) without any discontinuity of a derivative of 
any order; such a discontinuity would involve higher-order terms in the expansion (2 1) for 
uz(r) which are not negligible with respect to the first term. 

9 . Approximate Expansion in Terms of Modes 

In order to obtain a final approximation replacing (24) we have to evaluate, among others, 
the derivative of (33) with respect to A. This can be facilitated with the aid of two relations, 
to be derived as follows. First we obtain from a differentiation of (31): 

oux (a) '" _ 31/3{ kOaeff } 2/3 1/3() o (Cx2) • 

0:\ 2 n;ff (a) ux a 0:\ (35) 

The last factor can further be reduced, with the aid of the approximation Oz",l jkoa of (14). 
We find : 

o (OA2) 2:\+ 1 2{;" (;"+ 1) J1/2 20A 
~ = k5a2 '" kaa2 '" koa . 

On the other hand, we shall make use of the identity 

(36) 

!:..{ U1
/
3H J)§(U) } = i1l"/3 1/3 [1 + { _iT/3 H m(U) } 2] . (37) 

du H i)§(u) e u e H {g(u) 

The application of (35), (36) and (3 7) to the determination of the A derivative of (33) results 
in an expression which can further be simplified for;" equaling an eigenvalue l. In fact, we 
then have Ox= Oz",neff(a); this latter zero-order approximation [which is equivalent to 
l"-'koa neu(a) ] is well known from the diffraction theory for a homogeneous atmosphere. More
over, we may then also eliminate the Hankel functions with the aid of (34). The procedure 
outlined here results in: 

o { ~r(riA) } 32/3kl /3al /3n (a)" [ r2{ a } 2/3] o eff eff U 2/3(a) + eff 

0;" ~ '" a I a2 3k6n;ff(a) . 
r=a;A=! 

(38) 
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We lurther substitute in (24): 
(39) 

as well as the well-known approximation lor Legendre funcLions with large complex order 
having a positive imaginary part. The latter reads : 

(40) 

In view of the approximate value l"' koanell(a) we introduce Lhe repre cntation 

whereas the correction Ol may be omitted in the factor l l/2. The substitution o f' (38), (3 9), 
(40), and (41) into (24) leads to: 

(42) 

We are in te rested first of all in the field strength attelluation that is due to the atmospheric 
refraction and the diO'raction by the earLh, Therdore, ,ye next pass to the ratio of IIII and 
the modulus [IT pT I of the scalar detcrminin g the pl'imary ullattenuated field. The latter modulus 
reads [4] : 

TP being the distance from the transmitter to the receivel'. 
We thus obtain from (42 ) and (43): 

(43) 

I II I 23/Z lcol /6{ 7ral'J } 1/2 'L, f l (b )fl(1') e i 61 oJ (44) 
II pT '" acff l/3 7l efI (a) I fiCa) [ {3U (a) p/3+ r2{ a.IT } Z/3] 

1 a2 k5n;fI(a) 

The effecLs of the elevations b- a of the transmitter, an d 1'-a of the r eceiver , are con
tained, for each individual mode, in the height-gain factors 

These factors depend, according to (19) and (20), on the complete profile between the ear th's 
surface and the levels of the transmitter and receiver. On the other hand, these facLor's can 
be left out of consideration when considering propagation along the ground. In this case the 
field is completely determined by nell(a), ael! and r; the dependence on the profile of the re
fractive index (if assumed as smooth), then only concerns i ts properties at the vicinity of the 
earth's surface. 

10. Connection of the Height-Gain Factors With Horizon Distances 

For an investigation of the height-gain effects we can restrict ourselves to an elevated 
receiver, the dependence on the height being completely similar for an elevated transmitter. 
Substitution of the extended W.K.B. approximation (19) in bothfl(1') andfl(a) yields: 

f l (1') "'~{ u/(1')' u;(a) } 1/ 2 H in { U I (1')}. 
f l(a) l' ul (a) ·u;(r) H i)Hul(a) } 

(45) 
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The effect or the height h= l'-a en tel'S implicitly through the variable u z(r), and also in 
t.he factor 

1 1 
r { u;(r) } 112 (lcoar) 1/2 {Al;rr(r)-OD 1/ ;1' 

The dependence on the height CiLn thercIore be expressed by: 

(46) 

The variable uz(r) can be connected with a geometric property of the profile, VIZ the 
angular distance '/J(r) from the elevated receiver to its horizon point. This distance can be 
evaluated with the aid of Snell's law for the curved ray trajectory that passes through the 
receiver, and meets the earth tangentially. For our spherically symmetric medium this law 
amounts to the relation (11), if iLs refractive index is givcn by nell(r) instead of nCr) [thus 
differing slightly from the actual refractive index in thc case of the electric solution , sec (6)]. 
We have : 

(47) 

if 7(1") represenLs Lhe angle, at an arbitrary point «,'/J') of the trajectory, between the tangent 
of the latter and the vertical through this point. Hence tan 7= 1" d'/J jdr'. 

The relation (47), or the equivalent one 

M ea (1") sin 7(1") = M err (a), 

can also be put in the form: 

eM' tan 7(1") M err (a) 
dr' r' 1" {M;II(r ')-M~a(a) }1/2' 

An integration along the trajectory, from the horizon point at 1" = a up to the receiver at 
1" = 1', yields the following formula for the angular horizon distance '/J(r) of the receiver : 

(48) 

vVe also need the derivative of this function, viz 

d'/J NJell(a) 
elT r {M;rr(r)-M;rr(a) } 1/2' (49) 

The connection between rand '/J (r) is unique for the smooth troposphere profile (excluding, 
e.g., " ducts") under consideration. Therefore, all functions of l' may also be considered as 
functions of '/J(r), in particular the variable u z(r). In order to determine the explicit dependence 
of U/(T) on '/J(T), we first derive, with the aid of (49) , the relation: 

d(NJ2) 
el {M;ff (r)-M;ff(a) p/2 r~ 

d'/J 2n(a) . 

We can deduce similar relations for the higher-order derivatives of {M;a (r)-M;ff(a)p/2 with 
respect to fJ, again using (49); for instance we find: 

el2 {1\J2 (,) M2 () }1/2 l' d { elM;rr(r) } {M2 () M2 () }1/2 clfJ2 'L err 1 - eff a 2M;II(a) 'elr l' ell' . eff r - etT a . 

The special values of these derivatives at r = a can be expressed in terms of the coefficients 
A, defined by (17). These latter derivatives determine the coefficients of the Taylor expansion 
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of {.M ;rr (r ) - 1\1!rr(a) } 1/2, with respect Lo 1J, taken f"Lt LIl e point r = a, that is 1J (1') = O. 
sion in q ues tio n s tarts as follows: 

-\ I2 ( .. )_ ~I2 ()+~ .2( )+AI(A1 + Az) .4(,) . 
J. 'L eff 7 -11'1. eff a 4 2 ( ) 1J r 24 4 () 1J 7 + ... , 

neff a n eff a 

moreover, the defillitioll (29 ) implies the relation 

IVe next co nsider the approximation of ut(r ) by the first tcnll of (2 1), viz 

TIle exp:w-

(50) 

(51 ) 

u ( )"'~ ka {NJ;rr(I')- (17}312 2~ {M;rr(r)-(1n3 / 2 {M~rr(")-11.f~rr(a) } 1 / 2 
I l' 3 G d (M~rr) 3 nefl(a) d (M~rr) /d1J (52 ) 

l' ----cz;::-

Each factor can be expanded \\' ith t he fLid of (50), but we shall o ill y reta in LenllS lip to the 
first one depending on 1J. This requires the validity of the relation 

(AI + 1'..2) .1J2(1') «n2(a) . 

~Ioreovcr we substitute [eo mplLre (14) and (41)]: 

OT= {nen(a) + 0(11 } 2 ",n;rr(a) + 211 e!l(a) '0(11 ",n;rr(a) + 2nefr (a) lot . 
Icoa 

The co rrcspollding evalul"LtioJl of (52 ) results in: 

( ) !caapI[ { 2 ol ( ) a2 2( ) } 3/2 
U l r '" 3 {neu(a )} 1/2 • - !cea +nell a a;rr' 1J I' • 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

Apart from the inequality (53) this approxinmLion depends on the neglect of the higher
order terms of (21). This neglect proves to be justified in vie\ of Lhe smallness of ol /koa and 
1J2 compared to unity, remembering also the order of magnitude of uniLy for nell (a ) and a/aefl ' 

Moreover, (53) is even satisfwd auLomfLLieally [01' all1J(r)< < 1 provided that we have 11'..21 < < AI' 
Under such circumstances Ur(/') only depends on the eigelwfLlue Ol, the horizon distance 1J (r), and 
the profile properties nerl(a) a lld aell; on the other hand, the eigenvalues Ol merely depend on 
n ell (a) fLnd ael! (see secLion 8). As n. consequence nell(a), aell and 1J(r) may be cOllsidered as 
the only quantities determinillg ul(1'). The same then holds for F { ul(1')} in (4 6), as well as 
for the quantity [co mpare (5 0) alld (54 )], 

{M ;rr(r)-Cn l/4= { - 2ne rr (a) !col +4 ~r( ) 1J 2( /,) } 1/4. 
oa nerr a 

The still remaining faeLor 1'-1 / 2 of (46) C1Ul be approximated by a- 1/ 2• We thus finally conclude 
thfLt the heigh t-ga in facLor docs depcllCl , in the approximations under consideration [the most 
restrictive one being (53)], 011 no other quantities than nefl(a), aell and 1J(r). 

11. Asymptotic Approximation of the Height-Gain Factors 

We might substitute the approximations of the preceding section into the height-gain 
factors (45) for both the LransmiLLer and the receiver, and next the values of the latter into the 
mode expansion (44). This would show the explicit dependence of the attenuation fador 
III/IIprl on the four quanLities netf(a), (Lefl, 1J (r l ) and 1J(1'2); 1Jh) and 1J (r2) here represent the 
angular distances from tllC transmitter and receiver to their hOrlzon poin t. The complicated 
final expression depends, among oLher Lhings, on Hankel functions of order 1/3 . The laLter 
can be simplified considerably by replacing them by their asymptotic approximation. This 
can be justified in the case of an argument with modulus well above unity. Unfortunately, 
the argument u l(a) of the Hankel functions in the denominator of (45 ) proves to be of the 
order of unity, but the other argument Ur(1') of the Hankel functions in the numeraLor of (45) 
may be much larger for elevated transmitters and receivers. 
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Let us consider, once again, Lhe height-gain function for the receiver, and estimate the order 
of magnitude of IUI(r) l. When leaving out of consideration the term with 1]2 in (55) we find 
an order of unity for IUI(r) I, remembering (fron.1 the case of a homogeneous atmosphere) the 
order of (lcoa)I /3 for ol. Therefore, IUI(r) l> >1 will certainly hold provided we have 

a2 2 1201 1 1 
ncrr(a) 2 1J (1')>> -k "" (1 )213' a.1I oa icoa 

(56) 

Hence, a sufficient condition for applying the asymptotic expreSSlOn for HB§{ u l(r) } reads 
very roughly [neu(a) and a /a e!I being of the order of unity]: 

1 
1J (1')>> (1coa) 1/3 ' (57) 

This inequality holds for altitudes h= l'-a above some critical value, her say. 
Let us now assume h> hcr for the receiver in ques tion. We may then also replace th e 

expression between braces in (55) by the first two terms of its binomial expansion with respect 
to ol, so as to obtain : 

(58) 

The substitution of the asymptotic expression for HB§{ UI(l') } into (44) first results in : 

JzCr) a{2 u;(a) } 1/2 ei(u,(rl-J\"} 
f lea) ~r :;;: u l(a)·u; (1') H l)1{ u l(a)} ' 

In the exponent we must take into account both terms of (58), but the dominating first 
term suffices in the nonexponential factors. We shall substitute, moreover, the relations 
(31) and (32) for evaluating u l(a) and uz'(a) [applying also (54)], the approximation a/r",l, 
and finally the following relation based on (20), (50), (54), (51) and (56): 

We then find : 

{
kon'ff(ala3 5 } 

t ( ,) (6)112 i --2- ·~3 (rl-0l.~ ( rl--" 
• I 1 e 3u,a 12 

fl ea) ~:;;: {- 9.ol.1J( ) }1/2.[.j(l ) [ a.rr (- 20l)3/2 J' 
~ l' 1/3 3 {kon.1I (a) p /2a3/ 2 

(59) 

12. Mode Expansion for Transmitter and (or) Receiver Above the Critical 
Altitude 

'Ve first assume a receiver at an elevation h2= 1'2- a above the critical height her given by 
(57 ), and a transmitter on the ground . When evaluating the mode expansion (44) we can 
then substitute (59) for the height-gain factor of the receiver, that of the Lransmitter being 
unity, The term proportional to 1J3 in the exponent of (59) drops out, it being real and 
independent of l; it therefore has no effect on the modulus III/IIpr l. 
The use of this substitution results in: 
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Ul(a) 
a. fT (- 2ol )3/2 

:3{ lco7! efT (a) } 1/2a3/2 

We n ext co nsider a Lra nsmitter and 1'cce iver aL elevaLion s hl = 1'I- a and h2= r 2- a which 
are boLh above Lhe criLical h eight. l iVe m ay Lhen apply (59 ) Lo eaeh of Lhe two ll eight-gain 
factoJ'sj lh) /. f l(a ) andjl(r2) /jl(a) occuning in (44 ). IL lcads Lo Lhe expre sion : 

In I 6lc~/6 (2aJJ ) 1/2 eiOt!~ -1* 1 )- ~(r2 ) I 
-n "'173 { () 13·( ) 13 (,) }1/2X :Z= [ rz{ } 2/3] . pr aoIT 7J'n. fT a 1'1 . ' 2 I al r3u (a) p/3+_ ~- . rU (J) {u (a) } J2 

l I a2 1c5n~IT(a) 1/ 3 I 

(61) 

13. Final Expre-8sions for the Vertical Field Component 

o far we have derived expressions for the scalar quanLi Ly n . The Lr ansi l.ion Lo Lhe field 
components is conditioned by (3) and (4). In the case of the elecLric soluLion Lhis LransiLion 
is effected for Lhe vertieal eomponent E r of the electric field by mulLiplying Lhe codftcient of 
each individual modc by [5] i L(L+ 1)/ (lcor). Tn view of o ll r approximaLions Lhis quallLiLy can 
be simplificd to 

By combining lhis quanLiLy wiLh Lhe expression (43 ), tha L is 

B B In 1"-' - "-'- , pr, cba IJ ca2 13 

\\'e deduce th e followi ng co nvcJ'Ling hcLor for passing from Lhe aUenunJion fae! or I n/TIp , I to I Erl: 

A similar factor proporLional to IJ- 1 apphe to the r educLion of In/nprl to Lh e vcr tical mag neLic 
fi eld component IIlrl i n Lhe case of the m agnetic solution . 

'Vith Lhe aid of this factor we find the following represenLaLion replacing (44): 

W e also m en tion th e field representations corresponding to (60) and (6 1) for a t)'ansmiLter 
and (or) receiver well above the critical height: 

and 

(h1 > hcr ;h2> hcr ) 
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All these expressions contain the quantity HWH u/(a) } either explicitly, or implicitly in the 
height-gain factors. This quantity can not be reduced any further for the most general soil 
co nditions of the earth. However, a convenient expression may be obtained in the two limit
ing cases of very long and very short waves. The latter case corresponds to an infinite value 
of the right-hand side of (34). Let us denote this right-hand side by _ei7C / 3N. The solu tion 
of (34) can then be expanded with respect to N - I, a method well known in the diffraction 
theory for a homogeneous atmosphere [6]. A corresponding expansion then exists for 
H m{u /(a) } . Its leading term for large iNI reads: 

e- i7C / 3H J)1(UI. 00 ) .u;:: . 
N ' 

u/' ''' hcre marks a zero of H m(u). 

14. Comparison Between the Fields Corresponding to Two Different Profiles 

As stated above (end of section 9), the influence of the refractive-index profile is restricted. 
to that on the parameters nefJ(a) and aefJ for propagation over the ground. 1/[oreover, the 
height-gain effects reduce to an additional dependence on the angular horizon distances tJ(r1 ) 

and tJ(r2) of the elevated transmitter and receiver (see secLion 10). This involves an extremely 
simple relation between the field.s corresponding to two profiles having identical values of 
n.fJ(a) and aeIT • Such two profiles show the same surface values of the refractive index and. 
its gradient, but they may differ noticeably at high al titudes . According to section 8 the 
eigenvalues l, too, prove to b e identical for these profiles; therefore, the same then holds 1'01' 

all parameters occurring in expansions such as (62) , (63) and (64) . 
We shall compare th e actual profile with some reference profile, the quantities of which 

will be marked by a dash (sec fig . 1 in which the Eckersley profile (22) is assumed to be the 
reference profile); both profiles are assumed to have coincident values of a and aef{' In view 
of the above rernarks, raising of an antenna (transmitter or receiver) to an elevation h = r-a 
will produce the same field as an elevated antenna at a height h' = r'-a in the reference profile, 
provided that we have tJ(r) = tJ'(r'). 

This may be applied to atlases of propagation curves, such as edited by the C.C. I.R. [7] 
and by the Japanese Ministry of Postal Services [8]. The data of these atlases are essentially 
based on the Eckersley profile (22 ) with aefJ = (4/3)a. The evaluation of (48) for the angular 
horizon distance resul ts [or this profile in the expression: 

(a )1/2 (a) tJEck (1') = ~f[ arc cos r . 

Therefore, the curves of the mentioned atlases can also be used for other profiles with the same 
value of a.1f [the value of nefJ(a) is irrelevant, since nefJ(a) '" 1]. The antenna heights h = r-a, 
corresponding to a horizon distance tJ(r), are Lhen to be rephwed by an effective height h' = 7" - a 
for which 

r' a 

Examples of the use of such corrections arc given in two recent publications by N'orton [9, 10]. 

15. Concept of the Effective or "Angular" Distance 

The most striking feature of the expressions (63) and (64) concerns the presence of the 
angular distances tJ-tJh) and tJ-tJ(rt) - tJ(r2) ill the exponent. The effect of the antenna 
heights is mainly contained in the corresponding exponential , the influence of the nonexpo
nentialfactors {tJCrt) }1I2 and {tJ(r2) }1I2 being much small er. The importance of the distances in 
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ques Lion h~lS been emphasized in particular by Nod on , Ri ce, ftnd Vogler [11]. These authors 
h ave inLroduced the term "allgular distance" with an exLension t o the cases of pr opaga tion 
over irregular terrain. For propagftLion over ft s llloo th spherical ear th beyond the line of 
sight the "angular distance" r epresents simply th e aC'lual disLftnce between Lhe r adio horizolls 
of the transmitter and the receiver divided by Lh e m elius o r th e sphere. 

For a smooth earth the expansions (63) a nd (64) jus tiry Lh e redueLion of the height depend
ence to that on the " angular " distance, uncler il lC rollowin g condiLions: (a) t he eleva Led 
antennas are to be situated above the criticftl hei ght her fixed by (57); and (b ) th e efred or the 
square roots {1Y(1'I) }l12 and {1Y (1'z) }l12 should be negligible. 

Let us abstract from the factor 1Y112 in (63) and (64) which is noL very criLi cal. Th e 
d ependence on the "angular distance" then combines boLh Lhe influence 01' tll e flllt ellJln eleva
tions and oJ the horizontal dis tance. The influen cc of the forlll er simpl y amoun ts to ft l'edu cti on 
or the actual distance d= a1Y Lo tha t of the nHlio horizons, tll,tL is to a {'IJ - lJ (1'I) } 01' a{ 1Y-1Y(rJ)-
1Y (1'z) }. The comparison with a refer ence profile (sec Lh e preceding secLion ) cnn bl' exprl'ssecl 
here in terms of a shifL !:::"'IJ or the "angular" distan ce. In facL , let all antenn a heigh t h= 1'-a 
in the acLu al profil e produce the sam e fielel , at a disLnn ce d= a'IJ , as tl lC referen ce profile aL ft 
dis tan ce d+ !:::,. = a( lJ + !:::"lJ ) , the antclln a elevittion bein g kep L constant. Th e unique dependence 
on the " an gular" dis tftn cc, assuJ11l'ci hc)'e ror' both profiles, tllen i ll volves lll e l'eh,l ion : 

H ence 
!:::"'IJ = lJ' (r)- lJ (r). 

The cOI' L'esponoing lill enl' distance shifL is given , accordin g to (48), by 

- J. r ~l [ 1 
!:::,. = aM = aMerr(a) a 7 {1\I{~~(r')-M!rr(a) } 1 1 2 

The dcriva Livc wit 11 rC'specL to Lh e an tennft elevftlion h= 1'- a, r eading 

call be redu ced for small alLiLudes wiLh Lhe aiel of th e expftnsions : 

This lcad s to the rollowill g ftpproximation for!:::,. itself for smallil eights: 

Equivalent expressions have becn derived by ). tillingLon r12] and Wftit [J 3] 111 a simplificd 
b derivation of the effective-d is tance con ccpL. 

(' 
I 
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